
Good luck!Fun games for everyone
Travel Puzzle Book



First stop

Find the Differences
#1

Mystery word
#5

Rebus
#4

Maze
#2

Match
the Flag
#3 As an online travel agency, CheapTickets is 

here to assist you on your travel journey. 
And we have something fun for you, your 
family, and your friends to enjoy! 

WWe have prepared easy ones and a few 
challenging brain-teasers. Overall we hope 
you have a good time figuring out these 5 
puzzles!

Whether Whether you’ve known us for a longer 
period of time or just found us, CheapTickets 
would like to thank you for being a ‘piece’ of 
our lives. 

Please enjoy and share with those around you.

Challenges



First stop

Can you spot the 7 
differences between these 
two images?

Did you know that some 
animals (not only dogs) have 
important jobs at airports? 

Find the
Differences

#1

https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/blog/animals-working-at-airport


First stop

A surfer is trying to get into 
the water to surf. Can you 
help her?

Want to visit a real maze? 

Maze

#2
Beach

https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/blog/botanical-garden-mazes


First stop

Can you match the flag with 
the country name?

Did you know that some 
countries have flags that are 
similar to each other? 

Match
the Flag

#3

Netherlands
2

France
3

New Zealand
4

Italy
5

Ireland
6

USA
7

India
8

Malaysia
9

Nepal
10

Australia
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https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/blog/countries-with-similar-flags


First stop

Each puzzle here represents 
a country. Can you guess 
which country

Which country would you like
to visit next or do you need 
some ideas? 

Rebus

#4
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https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/flights


First stop

Find a word related to 
'travel' for each clue and 
figure out the 'MYSTERY' 
word.

Do pilots actually fly the planes 
and where does the crew sleep? 

 Mystery
word  

#5

A long layover

A strip of area with sand
normally seen next to a body of water

A case used to hold clothing and
personal belongings during travel

A place which allows airplanes to arrive, depart
and get maiand get maintenance

The moment when the aircraft vehicle lifts
from the ground and is in the air

Vehicle which moves through the air
with wings and an engine

The person who controls the aircraft

The path that allows planes to arrive and depart
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https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/blog/fun-facts-about-flight-crews


A N SW E R S

Did you enjoy the travel puzzles?
We'd love to hear how you and/or your family enjoyed them!

Share your feedback

Click on the hands to see the

https://www.cheaptickets.hk/en/travel-inspiration/family-holidays/travel-puzzle-book-answer
https://forms.gle/X7ZxXRUmvnTrhQU38
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